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Develop and keep a sound body using advanced Taekwondo schooling principles. In Dark Belt Fitness forever,
Grandmaster Tae Sunlight Kang applies his four years of experience to guide you through an novel way of
fitness using Taekwondo concepts.Through the use of Taekwondo stretches and motions, this black belt
"most importantly— Whether you're a newbie or veteran to stretching and exercise, you can easily follow
Grandmaster Kang's 7-week routine based on the belt system of Taekwondo, an ancient Korean martial
art.Combined Powerful Stretching" You'll stretch out multiple parts of your body simultaneously, improving
circulation and building mental strength while warming up to minimize injuries. technique will improve your
versatility and stability, stamina and strength, plus your focus and mental health. As part of his holistic
approach to health and fitness, Grandmaster Kang also outlines an eating plan designed to help you lose
weight normally. Unlike extreme diets and workout routines that emphasize drastic results quickly, the
Grandmaster's approach is a balanced, easy-to-follow, and— With every week of the routine, you will learn
new skills and techniques that culminate in the mastery of the methods necessary to continue exercising
and eating right forever.realistic plan created for your daily life.Friend and longtime pupil of Grandmaster
Kang, actor Michael Imperioli wrote the foreword for the book and shares his experience in schooling under

Grandmaster, along with the benefits he has received in following Grandmaster's philosophy.
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A book for changing not just the body, but also your perspective and life-style. I've been practicing under
Grandmaster Kang for three years and, as he discusses in his book, attended to embrace martial arts as
not just a fitness regimen, but as a life style. I'm now an initial dan black belt (the white belt of black
belts, virtually), and got previously been very focused on achieving every Taekwondo milestone without the
impediments. However, earlier this year, just a couple of months before a dark belt check, I tore a major
ligament in my feet while sparring and experienced to take five a few months off, missing the ensure that
you becoming very discouraged about the whole thing. Practicing taekwondo helped me get exercise and
develop a sense of discipline, and I was eager to observe how its tenets could advantage a diverse selection
of readers.I have to thank Grandmaster, though, because he's generally taught us that injuries and
setbacks produce us stronger mentally, which he expands upon in this wonderful publication. And there's
another very important lesson he points out: life-long fitness is approximately the journey, not really the
end result; it doesn't matter that I skipped a belt check, because I've my whole life ahead of me to keep
schooling. Not long ago i began easing back into practicing Taekwondo, and though I'm currently weaker and
several pounds heavier than I was five months ago, I'm confident that I'll make contact with where I
was as time passes, and that is because I start to see the method Grandmaster and his other workers
persevere through their accidents and continuously make an effort to be better than ever. Five Stars I

love this publication .With helpful illustrations, readable prose, and an excellent central conceit, Black Felt
Fitness For Life can be an ideal choice for both experienced martial artists and people who are looking to
get exercise for the very first time. I extremely, highly recommend this book to everyone, whether they
be workout novices or workout junkies. Grandmaster teaches not only about physical fitness, but
demonstrates how to achieve mental clarity, life balance and self-confidence—without gimmicks or shortcuts.
switch your life Five Stars Superb and inspiring book. I actually wondered if it would be worth returning to
Taekwondo, considering my orthopedic surgeon explained my foot would never be the same again.I was not
at all disappointed in the end result. Black Belt Fitness FOREVER is a no-nonsense workout and workout
plan that by no means condescends and instructs readers within an earnest, positive manner. You can
manage your very own physical well-becoming. Today I pay out these gifts ahead to my patients, close
friends & most importantly my 2 boys. There are no quick-fixes or nonsense. Following the attacks of 9/11
in NYC which I was however at the website of, having witnessed horror and suffering personal loss, I was
extremely stressed and was looking for answers to many of life's queries. Grandmaster's approach to
fitness isn't just easy and time-efficient, but super effective—nearly surprisingly so. Definitely take a look
one out. Great Motivational/Fitness Book I've trained under Grandmaster for many years and We am so
excited that he finally put his words of wisdom down in writing for everyone to reap the benefits of. His
words flow very easily and motivate you to believe even more positive. Plus he gives you the physical
actions, through stretches and exercise, to help better yourself, unlike some other books which are vague
on what you ought to do. I believe anyone can benefit from this book and I, myself, am using it to jump
begin my fitness goals, physically and mentally, after giving birth. Having been an athlete my very existence,
it was also an awesome workout. I have had the honor and privilege of getting my Black Belt beneath the
guidance and teaching of Grandmaster Kang. It's about utilizing the five tenets of taekwondo to build up
and maintain a wholesome lifestyle over the longterm. I began teaching with Grandmaster Kang, and what
I came across was a renewed peace, I could find a lost self-confidence in both myself and the individual
condition. "A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE" by DENIS G. By setting demanding but practical goals, and
with persistence and consistency, you can use this system to attain sustainable and continually progressive

results. It will give you the possibility to be uncovered to many years of both physical along with
philosophical wisdom. You won't only help get you into better physical shape but you will learn the tenets of
TKD, which may be used to all areas of life. It's essential read if you're seeking to reaffirm your believes
that you can achieve anything you set your mind too. I am certainly indebted to this amazing visionary for



his style constructs that have stayed with me over the past 34 years. Excellent Fitness Guide I am
pleased and honored to know Grand Master Kang. Five Stars I know the author; The workout plan
provided in this book is clear, and focused that can be used by all fitness levels (beginners to advanced). One
feels as if one is with Grandmaster Kang having a chat, that is a secured asset for the reserve, because
he happens to be an engaging conversationalist. total gentleman; Grandmaster Kang’s philosophy, in line with
the tenets of Tae Kwon Do, is usually instilled in his lifestyle and all of its endeavors, including his effective
workout method.We am pleased to endorse Grandmaster Kang’s fitness routine because it is based on
sound principles that are in harmony with his approach to life and the martial arts. This book (which I read
in a weekend) gives everyone the same chance that I was fortunate enough to have. Five Stars Excellent
book The legendary philosophy &. It had been on time , good sale . An extremely good book on starting a
7-week exercise plan through advanced taekwondo schooling principles with a foreword by actor Michael
Imperioli, on using these in changing his existence.I actually just did the strengthening plan exercises for
"White Belt Beginner Level" in the book and am currently composing this review covered in sweat—after
only 3 minutes of exercise!. A really good book on beginning a 7-week fitness plan through advanced . spirit
of this style great will inspire the world with his gifts of inspiration and health! Grandmaster T. Kang is
definitely a legend in the lives of the many thousands who have been touched by his amazing spirit. buy the

book; I am pleased to endorse Grandmaster Kang’s fitness routine because it is . Many have been taught
by this martial great but not all have been as blessed to be part of his inner sanctum. Even today the
communication experienced imparted to a teenage black belt instructor and leadership capabilities learned by
way of a future Chiropractor can be seen manifest every day while running one of the most effective
holistic wellness centers on long island. I am so proud to have already been mentored by this style giant but
a lot more humbly grateful to be called a friend. Finally the globe can enjoy what I have already been
fortunate more than enough to have experienced since 8 year outdated. It won't be easy, but that is the
beauty of the publication. Congratulation Grandmaster sir from your most honored college student and
friend on a reserve that I know will change lives as you have mine..But beyond factors of style, the reader
quickly discovers a few of the wisdom a gifted teacher may impart. He is a powerful pressure that inspires
greatness through his skillful usage of imagery and motivational concepts. A helpful, no-nonsense fitness
companion Full disclosure: I have trained with Grandmaster Kang for almost ten years, and I was
extremely excited when he informed us that he was writing a fitness book.. He provides been nothing less
than a great instructor and mentor to me for 35+ years. In fact I’ve educated under him for 6+ years
when I resided in NYC. I still incorporate a lot of Grand Masters instructions in my daily routines , and I
was extremely exited to learn that Grand Master was writing a fitness reserve. After reading his
publication it helped me to improve my thoughts of schooling, fitness and enhancing my healthy lifestyle.
When I started reading Grandmaster Kang’s book, I was immediately drawn in by his writing style.
Grandmaster Kang's "Fitness forever" is an easy reading, motivating instruction to a healthier life
Grandmaster Kang's "Fitness for Life" can be an easy reading, motivating guidebook to a wholesome life. He
has individually lit a fire in me to boost body and soul. If you watch a course at one of his studio's you will
believe "I have to do this", exactly like I did.
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